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Tennissee Line
Daughtry

dammit i spelt the title wrong ! if anyone knows how to change the name of the 
title please leave me a comment :) rate pls ?

tuning: standard
Capo:  6th fret

chords used in this song:
G:     320033
D:     xx0232
C:     032010
A:     002220
E:     022100
Em7:   022033
Dsus4: 000233
Cadd9: 032033
Dadd9: 000230
F#m7:  002222  

-- please use the chords ive givven u here :) cause they will sound pretty
accurate .. i hope ;) 

Em7             Cadd9
I open my lungs
Em7            Cadd9              Em7
To breathe in forgiveness and love
            Cadd9             Em7           Dsus4
Haunting me now, reminders of how I used to be
Em7                Cadd9
I know down the road
Em7             Cadd9
My troubles are sure to follow
Em7              Cadd9
Looking out the window
Em7                         Dsus4
Hell if I know where I will go
                C   D   C   Dsus4
So I will just keep on driving

G               D
On my way to L.A.
        Em7
Looking into the rear view
Cadd9                  G



As the roads fade away
                 D
Sworn off my past
                   Em7                  Cadd9          
The first and last bad call that I ever made
G                      D
Tell me how to make right
        Em7    
Every wrong turn I ve learn
Cadd9                         G
That this can all end tonight
           D                   Em7
Tennessee line just changed my mind
     Cadd9                      G
It s my heart I ll follow this time

Em7              Cadd9
Who would ve known
     Em7        Cadd9
That pride is so hard to swallow
      Em7          Cadd9           
As I rest on the shoulder of a road
         Em7                         Dsus
Growing colder, with the trouble on I own
                C   D   C   Dsus
Should I just keep on driving

G                D
On my way to L.A.
         Em7
Looking into the rear view
Cadd9                  G
As the roads fade away
               D
Sworn off my past
               Em7                      Cadd9
The first and last bad call that I ever made
G                        D
Tell me how to make right
       Em7
Every wrong turn I ve learned
     Cadd9                   G
That this can all end tonight
           D                     Em7
Tennessee line just changed my mind
Cadd9                    D     
It s my heart I ll follow this time

D         C                          D
I know I must be doing something right
                    C                         D
Head the other way back to where I started out
                   C                          D



Ask myself if I can turn it all around tonight
                       Dsus4
And stop living with doubt

G             D
On my way to L.A.
         Em7
Looking into the rear view
Cadd9                 G
As the roads fade away
              D
Sworn off my past
                   Em7                   Cadd9
The first and last bad call that I ever made
A                    E
Tell me how to make right
F#m7              
Every wrong turn I ve learned
      Dadd9
That this can all end tonight
A           E                   F#m7
Tennessee line just changed my mind
      Dadd9                      A
It s my heart I ll follow this time

contunue chords till the end :) 


